Accusation

While in Copenhagen, Sara Wheeler, a
Toronto journalist, happens upon Cirkus
Mirak, a touring Ethiopian childrens circus.
She later meets and is convinced to drive
the circus founder, Raymond Renaud,
through the night from Toronto to
Montreal. Such chance beginnings lead to
later fateful encounters, as renowned
novelist Catherine Bush artfully confronts
the destructive power of allegations. With
Accusation, Bush again proves herself one
of Canadas finest authors as she examines
the impossibility inherent in attempting to
uncover the truth. After a friend of Saras
begins work on a documentary about the
circus, unsettling charges begin to float to
the surface, disturbing tales of sexual and
physical abuse at the hands of Raymond.
Accounts
and
anecdotes
mount,
denunciations fly, and while Sara tries to
untangle the narrative knots and determine
what to believe, the concept of a singular
(truth) becomes slippery. Her present
search is simultaneously haunted by her
past. Moving between Canada, Ethiopia,
and Australia, Accusation follows a
network of lives that intersect with
life-altering
consequence,
painfully
revealing that the best of intentions can still
lead to disaster, yet from disaster spring
seeds of renewal and hope.

accuse definition: 1. to say that someone has done something morally wrong, illegal, or unkind: 2. If you stand accused
of doing something wrong, people sayaccusation meaning, definition, what is accusation: a statement saying that
someone is guilt: Learn more. Accuse definition is - to charge with a fault or offense : blame. How to use accuse in a
sentence.Synonyms for accusation at with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Find descriptive alternatives
for accusation.Define accusations. accusations synonyms, accusations pronunciation, accusations translation, English
dictionary definition of accusations. n. 1. An act ofWhen you say someone is guilty of doing something wrong you make
an accusation, like your accusation that your brother used your computer without askingAllegation and accusation are
two words that are often confused, but there is a subtle difference. We will examine the definitions of allegation and
accusation,accusation. noun. an allegation that a person is guilty of some fault, offence, or crime imputation. a formal
charge brought against a person stating the crime that he is alleged to have committed. Stream 070Shake - Accusation
(1am Exclusive) by 1AM Radio from desktop or your mobile device.ACCUSATION. A charge of wrongdoing. The one
accused is called to account. One Hebrew word rendered accusation (sitnah?) comes from the root verbFrench
Translation of accusation The official Collins English-French Dictionary online. Over 100000 French translations of
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